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In the simplest terms, a first edition is the first commercially distributed version of a book. For the purposes of modern collectible books, first edition is shorthand for the first printing of the first edition of a work.
There isn't any one profile of the collector.

What is a First Edition?
What is a First Edition Book? In publishing terms, a first edition book is all copies that were printed from the same setting of type as when first published. The book is only described as a second edition if
significant changes are made to the copy. In collecting terms, a general definition of 1st edition book would be a work's first commercially available appearance in book form, printed with the original setting of
type.

AbeBooks.com | First Edition Books
First edition definition is - the copies of a literary work first printed from the same type and issued at the same time; also : a single copy from a first edition. How to use first edition in a sentence.

First Edition | Definition of First Edition by Merriam-Webster
As we've mentioned elsewhere, first edition means the first printing of a book. Edition and printing can be used fairly interchangeably in talking about collectible books, especially in regard to modern fiction.

How to Identify a First Edition Book - 1st Editions
To publishers, an edition of a book refers to all copies printed from the same setting of type. A second edition may be released if substantial changes (such as adding a chapter) are made to the book after it’s
first been released.

How to Identify First Edition Books - Invaluable
That’s because “first edition” means different things to collectors and to publishers. To collectors, it refers to the very first version of the physical book to be printed. For publishers, “first edition” may just
mean the first version of the text, without significant revisions.

How To Tell If A Book Is A First Edition Or Valuable ...
A first edition is a book that has been printed and distributed for the first time. A book can go through several print cycles, sometimes with edits that add in author notes or additional material, so the book in its
original form - during its initial release (or first printing) to the public - is what is generally defined as a first edition by collectors and sellers.

How do I tell if my book is a first edition? - Pan Macmillan
In publishing terms, an edition is technically all copies of a book that were printed from the same setting of type and the book is only described as a second edition if substantial changes are made to the copy.
However, in collecting terms, a very rough description of first edition would be when it is the first appearance of a work in question.

Book Collecting Guide: Identifying and Collecting First ...
In common usage – the way book collectors & booksellers intend it – a “first edition” is only the first printing of the first edition. If an advertised book is referred to as a first edition, “first printing of first edition”
is always what’s meant. Some more questions about first editions Are First Editions Valuable?

How to Identify a First Edition Book • Empty Mirror
Each book that’s published, of course, has a first edition. And that’s often the only edition. However, for a first edition to have value, there must be a demand for it. If not, the fact that it’s a first edition
doesn’t matter. Some books are published in such huge quantities that first editions are very common.
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First Edition Book Values - How Much is a Book Worth ...
When a book is sold for the first time, that is called the book's "first edition." Quite simply, it is the initial printing of a book (after the book proof/advance copy). Technically the phrase "First Edition" consists of
the first printing plus any additional printings of the same first edition.

How to identify first editions or a first printing of a book?
About The First Edition The First Edition offers collectors the finest selection of important rare books. Browse through our inventory, discuss a specific book or consign your inventory.

The First Edition Rare Books | Rare Books by Notable People
According to the definition of edition above, a book printed today, by the same publisher, and from the same type as when it was first published, is still the first edition of that book to a bibliographer.However,
book collectors generally use the term first edition to mean specifically the first print run of the first edition (aka "first edition, first impression").

Edition (book) - Wikipedia
In the world of book collecting, a first edition is generally considered to be the first appearance of a work, in its first printing. At first this can become somewhat confusing because when a book becomes very
popular and is often re-printed many times over a number of years with different publishers resulting in several "first editions."

Find first edition books @ BookFinder.com
A first edition is the format a book took when it was first made available for sale. The ABAA glossary of book terms states: First Edition: “All of the copies printed from the first setting of type; can include
multiple printings if all are from the same setting of type.”

Identifying First Editions | The New Antiquarian | The ...
A new edition might change the cover image or the cover stock, the trim size, add an introduction or some back matter. or even all of those things. When you hold up two of the same books that are different
editions, you’ll be able to tell the difference. As below: the hardcover and paperback editions of Mark Siegel’s Sailor Twain. You’d ...

First Printing or First Edition? | First Second Books
Many modern publishers label books as first editions, stating something like ‘first edition’ or ‘first printed in 1997’. This is a good indication that you have a first edition, but it’s not always accurate. It may
simply be the first edition produced by that particular publisher.

Understanding Why Do People Collect First Editions Books?
The definition of a first edition depends on who you are talking to. Collectors use the term “first edition” as a short form of “first printing of the first edition” and that is how we will be using this term.
Publishers, bibliographers, researchers and librarians use the term “first edition” to mean a book reprinted without changes.
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